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Abstract
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a promising
new technology that is widely deployed for object tracking and monitoring, ticketing, supply-chain management,
contactless payment, etc. However, RFID related security
problems attract more and more attentions. This paper
has studied a novel elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)
based RFID security protocol and it shows some great
features. Firstly, the high strength of ECC encryption
provides convincing security for communication and tag
memory data access. Secondly, the public-key cryptography used in the protocol reduces the key storage requirement and the backend system just store the private
key. Thirdly, the new protocol just depends on simple
calculations, such as XOR, bitwise AND, and so forth,
which reduce the tag computation. Finally, the computational performance, security features, and the formal
proof based on BAN logic are also discussed in detail in
the paper.
Keywords: BAN logic, elliptic curve cryptography, RFID
security protocol

1

Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to uniquely identifiable objects and their virtual representations in an Internet-like
structure [30]. In IoT, each kind of sensor equipment,
such as RFID (Radio-frequency identification), barcodes,
two-dimension code, QR codes, GPS, etc. can integrate
with Internet to get a huge network. Among them, RFID
was seen as a prerequisite for the Internet of Things. If all
objects and people in daily life were equipped with identifiers, they could be managed and interacted effectively.
IoT has been regarded as the another technological revolution after Internet. For instance, the Intelligent Earth,
Sensing China, U-Japan, IT839 of Korea has been pushed
the IoT to a unprecedented level whether in application
or research field [4]. However, with the fast development

of IoT, the security issues have brought some negative influence, which has attracted the industry or scientific research to this hot area. Among them, the RFID security
is the at the top list of primary concerns and RFID systems must need severval security requirements [7, 19, 32].
So far, there are some research results in this area.
Sarma proposed a Hash-lock RFID security protocol, which has been the basis for research on challengeresponse hash encryption based RFID protocols [23,
24]. [27] is another hash function based mutual authentication protocol. Lin presented a random sequence based
RFID protocol, which use hash function and random sequences to guarantee the freshness of the authentication
message [13]. But to some extent, the security strength
largely depends on the random sequence length. And because of the cost limit of tag, the sequence length is not
very long, which limits the security. Molnar proposed a
David Library RFID protocol [17]. Although this protocol has almost no security vulnerability in design, but it
requires the tag has the function of generating random
numbers, which limits the protocol use in low cost tags.
Wu et al. improved the digital library RFID security protocol, and changed the security assumptions of the original protocol which can be compatible with the original
one but resists new attacks [31]. Some light weight and
low cost RFID authentications are provided in [18, 20, 29].
Similar to [1], the protocol’s security heavily relies on the
synchronous update between the back end database and
the tag. Once there occurs abnormal in authentication
(e.g. power interruption), the information will appear not
synchronous, resulting in the tag not available. Moreover, the protocol is too computation complicated, facing challenges in terms of reliability. Khan and Moessner
use a light weight computation and the protocol provide
the synchronization and security by timestamp [10]. The
main feature of the protocol lies in the back end database,
which use a special Key-Class data structure, can find the
target ID efficiently. But the protocol also has some disadvantages. Firstly, the mutual authentication is not too
ideal. Secondly, the tag should not only generate random
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number, but also save a certain amount of privacy data,
which make it not applicable for low cost tags. Khedr
proposed an authentication scheme for passive RFID tags
combining a random key scheme with a strong cryptography [11]. And Wei et al. provided a improved authentication protocol for mobile agent device for RFID privacy
protection [28]. Sun et al presents a RFID protocol based
on cryptographic hash function, which mainly focuses on
preventing an attacker tracking a target tag by observing
unsuccessful previous session, that is the forward privacy
service [26]. Moreover, the proposed RFID protocol is
evaluated according to both the privacy attribute and the
implementation performance.
Concerning about the ECC based RFID protocols,
Martinez focuses on the protocol’s scalability [15]. The
protocol combines ECC and zero knowledge authentication, and the forward security is quite reliable. Martinez
proposed an elliptic curve and zero knowledge based forward secure RFID protocol [14], which can resist some
common attacks, but there is a higher demand on tag
computation ability. [9] also make use of ECC, but the
key synchronization policy is not perfect. Besides that,
the protocol, similar to [15], requires the tag to generate
the random key and can do scalar multiplication. Batina
et al. put forward a public-key cryptography for RFID
tags [5], which provides online and offline, the two ways
of authentication. However, at the online phase, the tag
use plaintext communication and at the offline phase, the
tag need to do some complicated computations. It is not
suitable for those low cost tags. Kumar et al introduce
some implementation details of ECC hardware and discuss the performance factors on the chip size, memory and
computation time [12]. Babaheidarian et al analyze the
ECC-based RFID authentication protocols known as ECRAC [3]. It mainly focuses on the reasons why some versions of EC-RAC protocols are exposed to privacy and/or
security threats.
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Figure 1: An ECC based RFID secure protocol model.
Here, M 1 : {Query, R}; M 2 : {ECC(M (id)) + R,Pt +
R}; M 3 : {ECC(M (id)) + R,Pt + R, R}; M 4 : {H(id) ⊕
0
Kx ,(Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id )}; M 5 : {H(id) ⊕ Kx ,(Kx + Rx ) ⊕
0
H(id )}; M 6 : {ECC(M (data)) + R,Pt + R}.

2

ECC-based RFID Security Protocol

Generally speaking, the designing goal of RFID security
protocol is to implement the authentication and secure
communication, which includes ensuring the integrity,
confidentiality and security of the user secret information. At the same time, the protocol itself can resist the
adversary sniffing, deleting, tampering or other malicious
operation on the tag data. In addition, the protocol can
resist the RFID common attacks, such as replaying, location tracking, denial of service, etc. The procedure of our
protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, there are six messages interacted among
three participants, the tag, reader and the backend
database. Among different messages, Ps = n ∗ G, Ps
is the database public key and n is the database private
key. Similarly, in Pt = t ∗ G, t is the tag’s private key, and
Pt is the tag’s public key. In K = r ∗ G, r is the database
temporary communication key, and K is the temporary
public key. Kx , Rx is the x-coordinate of point K and R
on ecliptic curve.
Furthermore, in Figure 1, M (x) refers to encode information x to a point on ecliptic curve. ECC(m) =
m + r × P , where r is the private key of sender, m the
message to be sent, P the public key of the receiver. The
backend database need to choose a private key n (n < m,
n is a big integer) and to create the public key P = n × G.
The sensitive date of tag, for instance, the tag ID and the
privacy data, are encoded to a point (x, y) on the ecliptic
curve.

As mentioned above, some research have been conducted in RFID security protocols, as space limited we
cannot described them one by one. In this paper, we
propose an ECC based RFID security protocol. The contributions of the protocol are: (1) all sensitive information
are encrypted by ECC, which ensure the confidentiality of
transmitted information. (2) The computations involved
are not too complicated that can been applied to low cost
tags. (3) Due to the random number generated by the
reader constantly updated, the corresponding authentication messages change continuously, which increase the 2.1 Protocol Description
difficulties for adversaries to decode them.
ECC is an approach to public-key cryptography based
The organization of the paper are as follows. Section 2 on algebraic structure of elliptic curves over finite fields.
presents the main idea of our ECC based RFID security For current cryptographic purposes, suppose choosing a
protocol, including the protocol description and authen- ecliptic curve in the finite field Fq , any point in Fq , (x, y) ∈
tication process. Section 3 discusses the correctness from Fq ∗ Fq must satisfy the following equation:
the points of tag and reader authentications. The protoy 2 ≡ x3 + ax + b(mod q)
col security will be discussed in section 4 and the formal
proof with BAN logic in Section 5. Finally, the Section 6 where, the elliptic curve group is made up of non-negative
integer solutions P less than q, P = (x, y) and infinite
gives a conclusion and the future work.
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point 0. a and b are constants that satisfy 4a3 + 27b2 6=
0(mod q) and Fq (q > 3). To choose a base point G =
(x, y) in Eq (a, b), and this base point satisfy the condition
that exists a minimum positive integer m (m is a big prime
number), let mG = O∞ (m is regarded as the G0 s order).
In our protocol, hash function is very important, where
some lightweight algorithms can be used [2, 25]. SQUASH
is a quite simple hash method [25], and it has great encryption performance without random number creation.
In addition, the security of SQUASH is almost equal
to public-key approach. The QUARK [2], is another
lightweight encryption scheme, also can be used for message authentication, stream encryption, with great identification, anti-collision and security.

2.2

356

reader. M 6 = {ECC(M (data)) + R, Pt + R} and
ECC(M (data)) = data + t × Pt (t is the tag private key).
After that, the tag clear R from its memory. Once the
reader receives M6, calculates Data = M 3 − R − n × Pt ,
and Data is the confidential information that the tag will
send. As Data has been encoded as a point in the elliptic curve, so we can verify its correctness by computing
whether it is really on the curve.

3
3.1

The Protocol Correctness Verification
Verification for Tag Authentication

Procedure of Protocol Authentica- When tag has received M 2, does pre-judgment, only those
messages being accordance with the predefined criteria,
tion

can be sent to the database. First of all, the reader re1) Authentication Request. First of all, the ceives M 3, and then determines whether the tag informareader starts a authentication request and sends a Query tion has been saved in the database.
The known facts are the database has been saved the
and a random number R to the tag. And the R is a point
private key n and tags’ ID list ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn . The
coordinate in the elliptic curve.
database receives the message sent by a reader, which
0
0
+ R, Pt + R, R. From M ,
2) The Tag Authentication. Once the tag has contains M = ECC(M (id))
0
received the reader’s authentication request, it sends we can get R,Pt ,and m = ECC(M0(id)) + R. MoreM0 = {ECC(M (id)) + R, Pt + R} to the reader, where over, we can get ECC(M (id)) = m − R, and ID =
ECC(M (id)) = id + t × Pt , and t is the private key of the ECC(M (id)) − n × Pt .
Using the ID to search in the ID list ID1 , ID2 , ..., IDn
tag. When the reader has received M 2, forwards M 2 and
from
the database, if finds successfully, then it says the
sends its own random number R to the backend database
validity
of the tag and the authentication is successfully;
at the same time.
otherwise,
fails.
When the database has received M 3, computes ID =
M0 − R − n × Pt , and then searches the database’s index
0
table to determine whether there exists id = ID. If it 3.2 Verification for Reader Authenticafinds successfully, the tag authentication succeeds. Othertion
wise, the tag authentication fails and the database keeps
silence.
As mentioned above, supposing we have a secure communication between the reader and the backend database, for
3) The Reader Authentication. Once the tag has instance, a secure wired communication. And the backauthenticated successfully, the database creates the ran- end database saves each tag’s ID. When the tag has
dom key r(2 ≤ r ≤ n), and gets the temporary public received M 5, depending on its own saved related inforkey K = r × G. Using the point K and R’s x coordi- mation, the tag verifies the reader’s validity. Supposing
nate Kx and Rx , the tag sends the server’s id. After the tag has received M 5 and got H(id) and Rx . Given
0
⊗ Kx and m2 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊗ Hid0 , then we
that, the database, using its saved tag’s id , computes m1 = H(id)
0
0
0
can
get:
K
=
m1 ⊗ H(id), then: Hid0 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊗ m2 .
H(id) ⊕ Kx , (Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id ), and then sends M4 to
x
0
So, if H(id ) = H(id), then it indicates the reader’s
the reader.
reason is only the valid reader has the corAfter the reader receiving M4, sends M5 to the tag. validity. The
0
0
Once the tag receive M5, computes the result according rect H(id ). And if H(id ) 6= H(id), then the reader’s
to the tag’s H(id), R and the data in M5. If the M4 is authentication fails.
expressed as M1 and M2, where M 1 = H(id) ⊕ Kx and
0
0
M 2 = (Kx + Rx ) ⊕ H(id ), then we can get H(id ) =
0
The Protocol Security Verifica(H(id) ⊕ M 1 + Rx ) ⊕ M 2. At the same time, if H(id ) = 4
H(id), then the reader authenticated successfully; othertion
wise, unsuccessfully. And if the authentication fails, the
tag keep silence.
1) Tag Authentication and Reader Authorized
Access. Through the above analysis, it shows that the
4) The Data Transmission. When the reader tag’s validity can be verified uniquely by its ID. Meanis authenticated successfully, the tag send M6 to the while, the reader’s validity can be verified through the
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0

correctness of H(id ), which guarantees the reader’s au- basis of modern secure networked systems, it is importhorized access to the tag.
tant to develop formal, accurate and applicable methods
for finding errors and proving that the target protocols
2) Tag Anonymity. In the above protocol, the con- meet their expected security requirements. In order to
fidential information, for instance, the tag’s ID and data, guide the security protocol designing and debugging, to
are not transmitted in plaintext. All of the sensitive discover the security flaws as soon as possible, the formal
data are encrypted by ECC, e.g. ECC(M (id)) and verification method is regarded as an effective way. CurECC(M (data)). So, even the adversary sniffed the secret rently, there are three kinds of formal methods: modal
information, it is very difficult to decipher them, that is, logic of knowledge and belief, theorem proof, and process
calculus [22, 8, 33]. Next, we will use BAN, a kind of
the tag anonymity.
logical method, to prove that our proposed protocol is
correct.
3) The Backward Security. A major security concern in every cryptosystem is the protection of secret information from exposure. In general, the backward secu- 5.1 The BAN Logic
rity is designed to prevent the compromise of a long-term
secret key from affecting the confidentiality of future con- The BAN (named after its inventors Burrows, Abadi, and
Needham) logic is a modal logic of belief, and it has been
versations.
The RFID backward security is what the adversary got widely used for security protocol formal verification [6, 21,
the secret information at time t1 cannot be used for future 16]. Specially, BAN logic has a set of rules for defining and
t2 authentication, which can prevent the replay attack. In analyzing information exchange protocols, which can help
order to satisfy the backward security, it should require its users determine whether the exchanged information
the secret information are changing each time, further- are trustworthy and secure against eavesdropping.
more, the information after changed cannot be deduced
by the previous ones. In our protocol, we embedded ran- 5.1.1 Basic Operators of BAN Logic
dom number R in authentication, which can ensure the
freshness and backward security. The detailed proof are The main objects in BAN contains communication participants( P and Q), session key(K) and some operators.
as follows.
Supposing at time t1 , the tag sent message Mt1 −1 = And X represents any statements. BAN has 10 basic
ECC(M (id)) + R1 , Mt1 −2 = Pt + R1 . At time t2 , the modal operators including: P believes X(P |≡X); P sees
random number in the reader is R2 . When the data of t1 X(PCX); P once said X(P |∼ X); P has jurisdiction
0
has been transferred to the database, then Pt = Mt1 −2 − over X(P ⇒ X); X is fresh (#(X)); P and Q share key
K
K
R2 . As R1 and R2 are random numbers, there are very K(P ←→
Q); P has a published public key K(−→ P ),
low probability that the two are equal. So, the low equal and corresponding private key K − ; P and Q share secret
0
X
probability is for Pt , Pt . In other words, we cannot solve
0
the tag’s ID by Pt and Pt , and the authentication fails. X(P  Q); Message encryption ({X}K ) and Message
combination (<X>Y ). The detailed introduction can be
found in [6].
4) The Forward Security. Similar to the backward
security, the forward security for RFID security that is to
say, even if the adversary acquires the current state t2 , 5.1.2 Main Inference Rules of BAN Logic
he/she cannot create any relationships between t2 and any
(1) Message meaning: If P believes K is Q’s public
past state t2 , which can prevent the malicious tracking or
key
and P sees {X}K − , then P believes Q said X.
tag privacy leakage.
In our mentioned protocol, all the messages in authenK
P |≡−→ Q, P C {X}K −
tication have utilized random number R or variant of R,
P |≡ Q|v X
which ensure the freshness of each message and can protect the privacy as a result.
For sharing key case, the similar rule is:

5

The Protocol Formal Analysis

K

P |≡ P ←→ Q, P C <X>Y
P |≡ Q| ∼ X

Security protocol generally refers to a sequence of operations that ensure providing secure delivery of data be(2) Jurisdiction: If P believes Q has jurisdiction
tween different communication parties. Security protocols
over
X and P believes Q believes X, then P believes X.
must achieve certain goals when an arbitrary number of
sessions are executed concurrently or an adversary may
P |≡ Q|⇒ X, P |≡ Q|≡ X
use information acquired in one session to compromise
P |≡ X
the security of another. Since security protocols form the
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(3) Nonce verification: If P believes X is fresh and 5.2.1 The initial assumption
P believes Q believes once said X, then P believes Q
1) The assumptions trusted by all participants:
believes X.
• S|≡ #(R) : the backend database S believes the
reader’s random number R is fresh;

P |≡ #(X), P |≡ Q|∼ X
P |≡ Q|≡ X
(4) Belief: If P believes X, and P believes Y , then
P believes the combined (X, Y ).

• A|≡ #(R) : the tag A believes the reader’s random number R is fresh.
2) The initial keys trusted by all participants:

P |≡ X, P |≡ Y
P |≡ (X, Y )

P

t
A : the database S believes Pt is the tag
• S|≡−→
A public key;

If P believes the combined (X, Y ), then P believes X.

P

s
S : the database S believes Ps is his own
• S|≡−→
public key;

P |≡ (X, Y )
P |≡ X

id

• A|≡ S  A : the tag A believes it shares the
secret id with the database S.

If P believes Q believes the combined (X, Y ), then P
believes Q believes X.

3) The controlled services provided by all participants:
P |≡ Q|≡ (X, Y )
P |≡ Q|≡ X

• S|≡ A|⇒ id : the database S believes the tag A
has jurisdiction over id;
0

• A|≡ S|⇒ id : the tag A believes the database S
0
has jurisdiction over its own saved id .

(5) Freshness: If P believes X is fresh, then P believes the combined (X, Y ) is fresh.
P |≡ #(X)
P |≡ #(X, Y )
(6) Message receiving: If P believes K is the public key of P , and P sees {X}K − , then P sees X.
K

P |≡−→ P, P C {X}K −
P CX
Since BAN logic is based on knowledge and belief, we
can add another message meaning rule for our protocol
inference.
(7)Complex message meaning: If P believes K
is the public key of P and R is public key of Q, and P
sees the encrypted message {{X}K }R− , then P believes
Q said X.
K

R

P |≡−→ P, P |≡−→ Q, P C {{X}K − }R−
P |≡ Q ∼ X

5.2

The Protocol Formal Analysis

There are three participants in the protocol: the tag A,
the reader B, and the backend database S. Further, A
and B share the public key of the database S. Supposing there is a secure communication channel between the
reader B and database S, for instance, using a wired secure communication. data represents the secret data that
the tag saved.

5.2.2

The Ideal Model of the Protocol

In order to formally analyze the protocol, the abstracted
ideal model of the original protocol are as follows:
1 A → B: {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − }: That is the tag send
t
message {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − } to the reader.
t

2 B → S: {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − }: That is the reader
t
forward the {R, Pt , {{id, R}Ps }P − } to the backend
t
database.
0

3 S → B: <id , R, K>id : That is the database send the
0
combined secret <id , R, K>id to the reader.
0

4 B → A: <id , R, K>id : That is the reader forward
0
the combined secret <id , R, K>id to the tag.
5 A → B: {Pt , R, {{data, R}Ps }P − }: That is the tag
t
send the final secret information {Pt , R, {{data,
R}Ps }P − } to the reader.
t

5.2.3

The Expected Goal of the Protocol

Supposing the communication between the reader and the
backend database is secure and the database saves each
tag’s ID in advance. So, the expected goal of the proposed protocol includes: 1 S|≡ id, that is the backend
0
database believes the id that the tag send. 2 A|≡ id ,
0
that is the tag believes the id that the backend database
send.
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Table 1: Performance comparison among several public-key encryption based RFID secure protocols
Protocol Goals
Authentication
Forward security
Backward security
Data Security
Performance

5.2.4

Sub-goals
Tag
Reader
User Privacy
Position Tracking
Replay Attacking
Confidentially
Integrity
Random number?
Point multiplication?
Simple calculation

[15]

[9]

[5]

Ours

4

4
Y
Y
P

4
Y
Y
P

4
Y
N
P

N
N
Y

based protocols from the point of security and performance. It is shown in Table 1.

BAN Logic Inference

1) From message 1 , we can get B C {R, Pt , {{id,
In Table 1, [15] and [9] are two ECC-based RFID secuR}Ps }P − }, but cannot understand the encrypted
t
rity protocols, and [5] is a public-key based one. And the
message and forward it to S.
notation “ ” represents the protocol implements well or
2) From message 2 , we can get B C {R, Pt , {{id, provides this service. “ 4 ” means partially provided or
R}Ps }P − }. Then, according to the initial assump- not well implemented. “Y ” means yes, “N ” means no,
t
Pt
Ps
and “P ” means partial.
tion S|≡−→
A and S|≡−→
S, using Rule(7) can
From Table 1, it shows that from the point of secuyield: S|≡ A v {id, R}. Next, by initial assumption
rity,
our protocol is almost equivalent to the existing proS|≡ #(R) and Rule(5), can get S|≡ #(id, R). After
tocols.
However, concerning the computation compared
that, using Rule(3), can get S|≡ A|≡ {id, R}. Next,
with
other
related protocols, ours has great advantages,
using Rule(4), can obtain S|≡ A|≡ id. After that,
especially
for
those ECC based protocol, the point mulaccording to the initial assumption S|≡ A|⇒ id, can
tiplication
requires
considerable computing capacity. So,
get S|≡ id. Finally, S send message 3 .
our protocol is suitable for those low cost, low computa3) Once B receive message 3 , forward and send mes- tional ability tags.
sage 4 . Once A received message 4 , it says AC<
0
id , R, K>id . According to the initial assumption A|≡
id

0

S  A and Rule(1), can yield A|≡ S v {id , R, K}.
Then, by initial assumption A|≡ #(R) and Rule(5), 7
Conclusion and Future Work
0
can get A|≡ #{id , R, K}. After that, using Rule(3),
0
can yield A|≡ S|≡ {id , R, K}. Next, using Rule(4),
0
can get A|≡ S|≡ id . Finally, using Rule(2), we can RFID as the core technology of IoT, the security issues
0
get the goal A|≡ id , that is what the protocol ex- have been emerged widely. It is meaningful to develop
lightweight RFID security protocols for those low cost and
pected.
low computation capability tags. In this paper, we proFrom the above inference, it shows that the protocol posed a elliptic curve cryptography based protocol, ana0
obtains the final belief goal, S|≡ id and A|≡ id . That lyzed its security, performance, and verified using BAN
is to say the protocol reaches its security goal and the logic. From the analysis, it shows that the protocol can
provide mutual authentication for the tag and the reader.
authentication succeeds.
Meanwhile, it can resist some common RFID related attacks. Moreover, our proposed protocol just use some
6 The Comparison of Relative simple operators, such as XOR, bitwise AND, etc., reducing the computation complexity for those low cost tags.

RFID Protocols

Our proposed protocol is based on ECC, which can provide strong encryption only by a short length of key. Furthermore, the protocol only use some simple operators,
reducing the tag computational complexity, which is suitable for those low cost tags. Next, we will give a comparison between our protocol and some typical public-key

The future directions we can do further are: simulating the protocol in some real IoT environments to evaluate its real performance; using more factors not only
random number to improve the forward security; developing our own lightweight hash function to balance the
tradeoff between the computation pressure and security
requirements.
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